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Futaba 4PX Transmitter Bag from Speedmind

  
  

Now also available for the Futaba 4PX Radio is the well know Transmitter bag from Speedmind. They do
not only sport superb looks but they are also at their best in protecting your valuable radio gear.
Speedmind’s new transmitter bags keep your TX free from debris, protect from bumps and just give you
that extra bit of safety during transport.

Read more … Futaba 4PX Transmitter Bag from Speedmind
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SKYRC Brushless Motor Toro Beast X524

  
  

These Motors are especially designed for the 1/5 Brushless Large Scale Class. They meet all specs that are
required to generate a maximum performance. The 4-Pole Rotor with Neodymium sintered magnets are
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giving a perfekt power offering during the whole RPM range.

Read more … SKYRC Brushless Motor Toro Beast X524
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SKYRC Wheel Balancer Set

  
  

To get a most possible balanced handling of your RC Car it is very important to have like on a real car tires
that are perfectly balanced. Because a tire with an unbalance result quickly in an unstable driving behavior.

Read more … SKYRC Wheel Balancer Set
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Scorpion FPV Racer - Sky Stride 280
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Scorpion is proud to introduce a new 280 class FPV racing quadcopter, The “Scorpion Sky Strider 280”.
This ultimate racing quadcopter is designed to provide fast, stable and agile maneuverability, allowing it to
compete on any extreme racing course.

Read more … Scorpion FPV Racer - Sky Stride 280
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Ghiant - New RC Car Coloure 946 Blue-Green

  
  

Already on stock is this very interesting new colour to paint lexan parts. The new colour is a combination
of blue and green and looks pretty good. Doesn't matter if on the entire surface or just partly as an effect.
With these colour Ghiant compliments the already great range of RC Car colours with another highlight.

Read more … Ghiant - New RC Car Coloure 946 Blue-Green
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